
Dispensa-Matic “16-II” for labels to 15” width.
Dispensa-Matic “10-II” for labels to 9” width.
Dispensa-Matic “6-II” for labels to 5” width.

Machines come  with a standard edge table, but upon request if you will be dispensing Mylar/foil 
or very thin labels a sharp edge table is available in replacement.  If both tables may be needed, 
the second table can be purchased for $50.

Also available for long depth labels:
For multiple row labels to 3”: Micro-switch extension kit $15.
For longer than 3” multiple row labels: Foot Switch $49

In addition to the dispensers shown, we manufacture the:
Dispensa-Matic “U-45” - Power advance for one-up computer forms, or printed labels in rolls 
3/8” to 4-1/2” wide.
Selling price $479.00

Dispensa-Matic “U-60” - High speed power advance for labels in rolls (up to 6” width)
Selling price $529.00

Dispensa-Sheet II - Power advance for laser or copier labels in 8-1/2” width sheets.
Selling price $699.00

Select-a-matic “D-5” - Power advance for presorted labels or printed roll labels (butt cut or 
die cut), up to 5-1/2” diameter.
Selling price $389.00

Simple Simon - 4” and 6-3/4” width manually operated, precision made metal dispenser for all 
types of roll labels...even thin ones!
Selling price 4” for $69.00 and 6-3/4” for $84.00

Since the efficiency and productivity of these dispensers is a result of the unique control of the 
label advancing by the limit switch, we only recommend a foot switch as an alternative method of 
advancing the labels when the labels do not have sufficient body to activate the limit switch.
A foot switch is available at $49.00 when needed.

A full 3 year warranty covers each unit against manufacturing defect.  We provide full ser-
vice and parts at our plant if needed.  Only limited service is ever necessary.

All units shipped with 21 day approval period.  You may return without obli-
gation within 21 days of receipt of the item.

28220 Playmor Beach Rd, Rocky Mount, MO 65072
Phone:(573)392-7684 - Fax(573)392-1757
Toll Free: 1 (800) 325-7303

E-Mail: info@dispensamatic.com - Web: http://www.dispensamatic.com

Our Bank: Bank Of America - St. Louis, MO
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